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APPLICATIONS  OF  LAPLACE TRANSFORMS
AND  THEIR INVERSES

CHARLES FOX1

Abstract. By means of Laplace transforms and their inverses

we first solve the Varma transform, considered as an integral equa-

tion for an unknown function in the integrand. We then express two

operators of fractional integration in terms of Laplace and inverse

Laplace transforms.

1. Introduction. This paper continues from my previous paper [2]. In

[8] Varma gives a generalization of the Laplace transform, namely

(1) g(0 = r[(tuT~1/2e-(Um«\VkJtu)]f(u) du       it > 0),
Jo

where Wk„(z), Whittaker's function [10, p. 334], may be defined by

-<l/2)z   i /*oo

(2) Wk,fliz) = —-——        u~k-ll2+V + uz'lri'2'"e-" du.
1 (■£ — fc + p) Jo

It can be shown that rVk/tiz) exists for all values of k and p and all values

of z except real negative ones. Special cases of Wk J.z) occur in many

problems of mathematical physics. When k+p=\, (1) reduces to the

Laplace transform off(u).

(1) becomes an integral equation if git) is given and/(w) is to be found.

This has been solved by Saxena [4] using the fractional integration

operator ft{oc, /j:/(x)}, defined later in equation (31). Since comprehensive

tables of Laplace transforms exist, while tables of ftijx, ß'f(x)} are

comparatively rare, I give here a solution of (1), considered as an integral

equation for/(w), by means of Laplace transforms and their inverses. After

this I show how to express two operators of fractional integration in terms

of Laplace operators. The methods used are those used in my previous

paper [2].
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2. The Laplace and Mellin transforms. The Laplace transform of <j>(x)

is denoted by £{<tS(x)} and defined by

(3) £{#*)} = PY*'#x)<fr = W(t).
Jo

With <£(x) and yU) related as in (3) the inverse Laplace transform of %p(t)

is written

(4) SrHvO)} = 4>(x).

We assume that fi_1 is found by reading a table of Laplace transforms in

reverse. Symbolically we then have

(5) £-*£ = ££~x = 1.

Usually £ will change the variable x to t and £_1 will change t to x.

The Mellin transform off(u) is denoted either by 3Ii{/(«)} or by F(s),

whichever is more convenient. Usually u is real and positive while j is a

complex variable of the form s=a+h, a and t both real. The definition

of 9JÎ{/(«)}=£(i) is given by

(6) arc{/(")} = F(s) = Ifdt)^-1 du.
Jo

Considering (tuff(tu) to be a function of u, with i>0, from (6) we have

(7) m{(tuTf(tu)} = F(s + x)rs.

lff(u) and F(s) are related as in (6) then the inverse Mellin transform

of F(s) can be denoted by <iJl~1{F(s)}=/(w) or by the equation

(8) f(u) = —     F(s)u~sds,
2-tti Jc

where C is a suitable contour in the complex s plane.

If Wl{h(u)} = H(s) and W.{f(u)} = F(s) then the Mellin-Parseval theorem

states that

(9) i ' h(u)f(u) du = ~ \ H(s)F( 1 - s) ds,
Jo 2-ni Jc

where C is a suitable contour in the 5 plane.

Proofs of (6), (8) and (9) are given in [7, pp. 46, 60 and 94].

With .ç=ct-|-ît, a and t both real, if o->|,«| — | then from [5, p. 337, (8)]

with x = \ and ß= 1 we have

•* T(s - k + 1)
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From (7) we then deduce, if <r>0 and <r> — 2p, that

/ii\ cmiv. \f-1/2 -(1/2""w   (. m r(s)r(s + 2/i)
(11) S«{(fu)      e ^.„(rii)} = —----t   ,

Vis + p — k 4- J)

where we consider that 9JÍ acts upon a function of w.

3. The solution of (1) as an integral equation for f{u).

Theorem 1. If ii) p>0, p—k>-\, (ii) fix) e L2(0, oo), (iii)
i"+*-1/aF(l-i)GL(|-/co, i+ioo), (iv) F(l-j)eL(|-ico, J+ioo) a«i/

(v) _y~1/2/(7) e L(0, 00) w/tere f(y) is of bounded variation near the point

y — x, then the solution o/(l), as an integral equation for /(w) is

(12) fix) = x-2"£-1{r"-*+1/2£[x''-*+1/i!£-1{g(i)}]}-

Proof. We first apply (9) to the right-hand side of (1). For large

positive u and />0 the asymptotic expansion of Wk Az) [10, p. 336]

gives us

(13) (íw)"-1/V(1/2,"'lFfc./1(íu) = ituT+k-1,2e-iu{\ + Oiu'1)}.

For small positive u we use the formula for Wkilt(u) in terms of the

Mk „(«) and Mk_l¡(u) series given in [10, p. 340], where the two M series

are defined in [10, p. 332]. We then have for í>0, u positive and small

(14) (tay-1V<1/,)f,wt.|1(»ii) = (/u)2*{i + oiu)}.

Since, condition (i), p>0, it follows from (13) and (14) that the expression

inside the square braces in (1) belongs to L2(0, 00), when considered as a

function of u. This result, combined with condition (ii),/(t/) e L2i0, 00),

justifies our use of Theorem 72, p. 95 of [7], with k=\, so that we may

apply (9) to the right-hand side of (1). Using (11) we have

1   r1/2+iœ r(s>r(s + 2p)    _,
(15) git) = — —-^--^~ t SF(1 - s) ds       it > 0),

27T( Ji/2-ioo 1 (s 4- p — k + ¿)

where the contour in the ä plane is the straight line .v= l+ir and t varies

from — 00 to 00.

In the next part of the proof we eliminate the three gamma functions

from the integrand of (15) by the methods of my previous paper [2]. From

the asymptotic expansion of the gamma function [10, p. 273] along the

line s=4-f-/T, for large |t| we have

T(s 4- 2u) U+1--12 , _i .
(16)- F(l - s) = s^k   ' F(l - s){] + Ois   )}.

ris + p-k + |)
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From condition (iii) the cofactor of F(s) in the integrand of (15) therefore

belongs to L(\— oo, \-\-co). Hence we may use equation (4), p. 300 of [2],

with <x=l and ß = 0, to eliminate V(s) from the integrand of (15) by means

of the operator 2rl. The result is

-i,    ,     i   f,,í+<x    r(s + 2/¿)      _,
(17) £ \g(t)} = — —-p—- xs V(l - ,) ds.

2-ITl Jl/2-iœ l(s + p — k + i)

Let X=p—k + \ then from (17) we have

£[xA£-1{g(0}]

(18) f«   ,   ai 1    Cm+icoT(s + 2u)   _, \
=      <r'*xA— V ^ xs 'F(l -s)ds) dx.

Jo (2771 Jl/2-t«     T(s + X) i

Since í=J+/t, the real part of the power of x in (18) is X—\=p—k

which, by condition (1), exceeds — 1. Also, by (16) and condition (iii),

the terms in s in (18) belong to L(\—ico, |-f-/oo). Hence, the integral in

(18) is an absolutely convergent double integral and we may integrate

first with respect tox. This eliminates r(i+A)in the denominator to give us

i        pi/2+iœ

(19) £[x""ktl 'fi-^gO)}] = — T(s + 2p)rs~fl+k-l/2F(] - s) ds.

2ni Ji/2-toj

Again, conditions (i) and (iv) allow us to use equation (4) of [2], with

<x=l and ß=2p, and so we apply £_1 to (19) to eliminate Y(s+2p). The

result is

(20) £-1{r"^t"2£[x"^1/2£-1{g(0}]} =— i'    ^xsJri>,-xF(\ - s) ds.

2-ni Ji/2-too

This ends the second part of the proof and in the third part we show that

the integral in (20) is equal to x2"/(x).

On replacing s by I — s in (20) we have

(2D     r1
Zr,

xh ä„- iF(, _ s) ds = _L x2„ F(s)x~s ds,
i i/l/2-ioc 27TI Jl/2-ioo

(22) = x2"/(x),

since condition (v) allows us to use Theorem 28, p. 46 of [7] with k=\.

On adding (20) and (22) and dividing by x2" we arrive at (12) and so

complete the proof of Theorem 1.

4. Test of (12) as the solution of (1). A simple test is to write p+k=\.

(1) then reduces to g(t)=H{f(x)} and, since £~x£ = 1 by equation (5), (12)

reduces to f(x)=ii~1{g(t)}. These results are obviously equivalent to

each other.
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For another test let p be as in (1) and let

(23) git) = 2t"K2J2tm),

where Kviz) is a Bessel function of the second kind [9, p. 78]. From

[5, p. 283, (40)], with cx=l, we have

(24) £_1{g(0} = x-2"-^-1'*.

From [5, p. 146, (29)], with a=4, we then have

(25) fiLx'-^'fi-HgO)}] = 2í<1/2)("+í-1/2,X_,_)t+1/2(2í] 2).

From [5, p. 283, (40)], with a= 1, we then have

(26) x-2"£-1{r"-i:+1/2fi[x''-,fe+1/2fi-1{g(0}]} = jc-M+*-i''*-'e-»-*

(26) is then the solution of (1) when git) is given by (23). Since there are

no tables of Varma transforms we cannot check this result directly. But if

instead of using (1) we use the equivalent equation (15) a check for (23)

can be obtained as follows.

(27) 9Jt{x-"+*-1/2-V1/x} = Fis) = F(-s + p - k + I).

On inserting F(l— s) in (15) the gamma function in the denominator is

cancelled out. From [5, p. 331, (26)], using manipulations similar to

those used in deducing (7) from (6), we find that the resultant integral is

equal to 2t"K2fti2t1/2) agreeing with (23). This acts as a check for (26).

5. Fractional integration expressed by means of ii and ii l operators.

The 3 and R types of fractional integration considered here, when acting

upon/(x), are defined by

(28) 3{a, ß:fix)} = ~^ f(x - u)*-V/(h) du,
I (a) Jo

(29) ft{a, ß:fix)} = ~ \   (u - xT'iC^fiu) du.
1 (a) Jx

Most other types of fractional integration can be derived from these two.

The Mellin transforms are related as follows:

(30) SR[3{a, ß: fix)}] =     Ufi+l ~ s)     m{f(x)\,
F(a + ß + 1 - s)

(31) 9JÎ[A{«, ß:fix)}) =     nß + 5)     mlfix)}.
r(a 4- ß + s)

For a discussion of these transforms see Erdelyi [1] and Kober [3].
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Theorem 2. // (i) a>0, ß>0, (ii) f(x) e £(0, co), (iii) x~1/2f(x) e

L(0, oo), where f(y) is of bounded variation near the point y=x, (iv)

<m{f(x)}=F(s)EL(l-iœ, i + ioo) and (v) x-1/23{<x, ß:f(x)} e L(0, oo)

a/7¿ is of bounded variation near y=x then

(32) x-'->&-1[t-«Sl{xl>f(x) ] = 3{a, ß:f(x)}.

Proof. From conditions (i) and (ii) and Theorems 2 and 5(a) of [3]

both 3{a, ß:f(x)} and ft{a, ß:f(x)} exists and belong to L(0, oo) and also

(30) and (31) hold. From (iii) and Theorem 28, p. 46 of [7], with k=J, we

have

i     ri/2+ito

(33) /(x) = -i- F(s)x-'ds.
2lTl Jl/2-ix

It is necessary to work with xs instead of x~s so in (33) we replace s by

1 —s first and then apply the operator £.xß. The result is

J'oo /    1        /"l/2+too \
r'V— F(l - s)xs~l ds] dx.

0 \2ttÍ Jl/2-loo }

Along the line s=h + h, the real part of the power of x is ß—J. From (iv)

we easily deduce that f(l— s) e £(£ —zoo, | + /oo) and, from (i), ß—\> — \

and therefore the double integral in (34) is absolutely convergent. We

may then integrate first with respect to x, giving us

i        /*l/2+too

(35) £{x'/(x)} = — T(ß + s)rß~sF(l - s) ds.
2wÍ Jl/2-too

From (35) we have

sr1[r'2{x"f(x)}]

-. f1/8+"r(« + ß + s) J(ß + Sl    t~+-F(l - .)is].
I Jl/l-ioa I (x + ß + s) J

'1/2-fioc

(36)   = fi"1

Now (iv) also implies that £(1 — s)e L(\ — ico, J + í"oo). Hence from the

asymptotic expansion of the gamma function [10, p. 273] we have

(37) T(ß + s)F(l - s)IF(x + ß + s) = 0{s-*F(l - s)}.

Hence, since a>0 by condition (i), from (iv) we have

(38) T(ß + ,v)£(l - .y)/r(a + ß + s) e L(¿ - ;oo, \ + /oo).

(38) justifies us in using equation (4) of [2] with <x=1 and ß replaced by

x+ß. The result is that the £~J operator in (36) eliminates V(x+ß+s)
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from the numerator of the integrand in (36). This gives us

J_ f1/2+i°°   Vjß + s)

Ti0L + ß+S)

On replacing s in (39) by 1 — j and using (30) we have

(39)   fi-Vfii//«}] = — f   '"' J(ß + S)    x'^'-'Fd - s) ds.
2m Ji/2-,ao r(a 4- ß + s)

(40) S.~1[t-'2{x'>fix)}] = -^ x«+' Í1'   ,a>30t[3{a, ß : /(x)}]x~s ds.
2tTl Jl/2-ioo

Finally from (v) and Theorem 29, p. 46 of [7], with /c=|, we deduce that

(41) x—'fl-Hi-fiiy/i*)}] = 3{a, ß:fix)}.

This completes the proof. To test Theorem 2, let fix)=e~1/x. From

[5, p. 146, (29)] with v=l+ß and a=4 we have

(42) 2{xße-1/x] = 2r(1/2)<1+<%+,(2î1/2).

From [5, p. 283, (43)], with a=\, p-\ = -v.-\ß and 2v=\+ß we have

(43) 3{a, ß:e-1/x} = x-"'2e-1/2W_a_/>/8.(1/¡¡m+/))(l/x),

where ÄTv(x) is a Bessel function of the second kind [9, p. 78] and Wkll(x)

is Whittaker's function of (1) and (2). There appear to be no tables for

3{a, ß:fix)} but there are some for xa3{a, 0:/(x)} in [6].

From (43) we have

(44) x"3{a, 0:e-llx} = x'e-mxW_,,m{x-1),

which checks with [6, p. 187, (18)], with a<=l, p = a. and a=\.

Theorem 3. With the same conditions as in Theorem 2, except that

3{<x, ß:fix)} is replaced by ${{«., ß:fix)}, we have

(45) {x1-^£-1[r^{x"-1/(l/x)}]}^J/^ = ft{a, ß:f(X)}.

The proof closely follows that of Theorem 2. Briefly we start with

(33) and replace x by x-1. The operators ii and fi_1 introduce

Tiß+s)ir(oi+ß+s) into the integrand, as in (39). From (32) the integrand

then contains <öc[ft{a, ß:f(x)}]x°+ß+'-1. On replacing x by l/X and using

(33) again, (45) is established.

To test (45) we let/(x)=e"x. From [5, p. 146, (29)] we have

(46) £{x"-V1/x} = 2rß -Kßi2tX!2).
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From [5, p. 283, (43)], with a=\, p-\ = l-x-\ß and 2v=ß we have

finally

(47) R{oc, ß : e x] = X'^e-^Wy^^X),

where the K and W functions are as in the test for Theorem 2.

There appear to be no tables for 5\{<x, ß:f(X)} but in [6] there are

tables for X°R{x, -x:f(X)}. Since Wi/2_^_aii2(X)=Xa-x)'2e-xli [6,

p. 432] from (47) we have

(48) X*&{x, -x:e-x} = e~x

which agrees with [6, p. 202, (11)] when a—\. This serves as a check for

(45).
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